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Hello again! 
 
Are you feeling a bit inspired by last installment's exercises? I hope so, because when you really start to 
get a glimpse of what is possible for your life, everything changes in miraculous ways! 
 
Let's see how, shall we... 
 
 
==> Part 5 - Outer Strength, Inner Strength 
 
Quick Inside-Out Perspective… 
 
For me strength comes from recognising Who I Truly Am. In my seeing that I have access to ‘the infinite 
intelligence behind life’, should I but notice. And all I have to do to ‘notice’ is to let go of the personal 
computer I call Steve (his opinions, his beliefs, his wants and needs etc.) so I can tune into the one they 
call Source (an impersonal Intelligence and Life Force that goes by many names). Then, inner strength 
and outer strength become ONE. 
 
~~ 
 
Now back to the self-help perspective…  
 
Low self-confidence is largely an inner condition that affects you mentally and emotionally. However, it 
also begins to affect your physical life because you hold back on taking action. 
 
 
One good way to boost your confidence is by... taking action! (Yes, I've said this before but it bears 
repeating, often!) 
 
 
I'm not necessarily talking about actions that make you feel uncomfortable - some kind of 'massive 
action', say. Instead, do something to get you moving forward.  Take one little step toward a goal you 
have, or do something to feel more proactive in SOME way. 
 
 
One type of helpful action that can boost your confidence is physical exercise. Did you know that many 
people with low self-confidence rarely exercise? Probably because exercise is an action, and they are 
used to not taking action! 
 
 
You may want to consult your doctor before beginning an exercise routine, but even a moderate form 
of exercise like daily walking can do wonders to make you feel stronger and more empowered. Exercise 
improves and strengthens your self-image, which cannot help but also boost your confidence. If 
strenuous exercise is not your thing, consider gentler forms of exercise such as yoga or tai chi. 
 
 
Another form of action that can help boost your confidence is engaging in creative activities. Whether 
you want to spend time writing, singing, dancing, painting, drawing, or any other creative pursuit, you 
will be automatically connecting more deeply with your authentic self, which makes you feel more 
confident!   
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It's hard to doubt yourself when you're having fun, right? 
 
 
No matter which type of action you take, give it your all. Don't worry about what will come of it, and 
don't worry about 'doing it well'. Release your expectations and simply immerse yourself in the 
activities for the sheer enjoyment of doing them. Focus only on having fun and taking positive action. 
The benefits will make themselves known soon enough. 
 
 
==> Steve's 'Taking Action' Story... 
 
Steve - that's me, by the way! - used to be VERY, very shy! And so he decided to take action, 
repeatedly, to get over his shyness. I was rather brutal with myself, alas, and unkind when it came to 
my overcoming shyness, but it also got me being more self-aware, too.  
 
And self-awareness is where it’s at, really, or at least where the journey begins… 
https://www.selfhelpcollective.com/selfawareness-and-me.html 
 
 
 
==> Confidence Comes From TAKING ACTION...  
 
You have to take action to develop your self-confidence (to become the person you already are), there 
simply is no other way! 
 
 
ACTION STEP #05:  
 
This is the MOST challenging action to take so far! Confidence comes from within, doesn't it, comes 
from your way of thinking. So. Next time you think about your lack of confidence ignore it, ignore the 
thought.  
      
Nothing bad will happen if you don't indulge such (self-fulfilling) thoughts, I promise you! It's just a 
thought, after all, you don't have to believe it! 
      
 (You'll find loads and loads of free information about this revolutionary way of thinking about thought 
at my transformative coaching website - http://www.smnash.com/free/ .) 
       
 
Be sure to tune in for next week's segment, because we're going to explore self-worth and self-esteem, 
and how they are connected to self-confidence. Until that time then, 
 
Steve M Nash 
 
Editor at SelfHelpCollective.com, and 
Creator of course, "Remembering the ‘Happiness Within" – https://stevemnash.teachable.com  
 
PS What Doug Firebaugh Has to Say... 
 
"Why do people accept the opinions of others about themselves as truth? Who is going to live the rest 
of your life anyway? Now that is TRUTH!" 
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